Monopoly and Competition.
Ihis trend to increasing size and increasing
capitalisation has been going on now for many
decades and In the process it has changed the face
of British industry In the early 19th cent the
typical firm was the owner managed textile mill
Then in the 1860s and 1870s came the discovery
of cheap methods of making steel with the con
sequential immense growth in. the engineering
industries Most of the chemical industry is still
newer—some very new—and m these capital
intensive industries the big firm predominates
In some it has become almost a monopoly no
small firm can easily challenge industrial giants
like Imperial Chemical Industries the Dunlop
Rubber Company or Unilever In others the
pattern is of a few firms all large asm motor cars
detergents and steel Competition goes on but
it has changed its form In the old days com
petition was largely by price Now it is largely
by advertising and by variations in the quality
and other features of the product—detergents and
motor cars being good examples And in many
industries groups of firms producing similar pro
ducts entered into agreements which had the
effect of restricting competition for example
through schemes for price fixing
Legislation against Restrictive Practices
The Restrictive Practices Act of 1956 outlawed
many of the mam forms of restrictive agreements
to prevent competition Collective price fixing
wa s declared to be illegal unless the industry could
show that the practice brought substantial benefit
to the pubhc Collective price-fixing was the
the system under which a central association for
the industry lays down minimum prices at which
members may sell Usually such a system was
backed by arrangements for collective boycotts
under which members of the association would
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The Finance of Investment
Any business is allowed to charge as a cost the
depreciation of its assets Normal depreciation
allowances are based on the original cost of the
asset and on its expected useful life In a time
of price inflation depreciation allowances mil not
provide sufficient finance to permit the replace
ment of assets at higher prices and there are many
supporters ot depreciation allowances being based
on replacement costs Many firms do set aside
extra funds specifically to cover these extra replace
men'- costs
Governments have however adopted certain
fiscal devices to encourage replacement and in
vestment Soon after the -war initial allowances
were introduced Undei this system firms were
permitted to charge against profits in the first
year of its life 20 or at tunes 40 per cent of the
cost of any new equipment and the svstem
amounted to a loan of the tax taved m the first
year repaid over the life of the asset In 1954
nitiil allowances for machinery were replaced by
a system of investment allow anccs under which
a firm, could charge against profits 20 per cent of
the cost of any new machine with the difference
that all ordinary depieuatlon allowances were
still chargeaWe So the investment allowance
was a grant not a loan of the saved tax In 19G6
it was announced that initial and investment
allowances on new plant and machinery m the
key sectors—manufacturing mining and ship
ping—would be replaced by rash grants Other
plant and machinery and industrial bmldmt, would
receive higher initial allowances In 1970 the
new Conservative Government announced that
investment grants would be replaced by a system
of 60 per cent initial allowances
Depreciation allowances and government allow
ances and grants foi investment are sufficient to
cover the majority of investment (excluding
dwellings) by the private sector and to cover a
minor part of public (non housing) in vestment
The residue of investment and housebuilding has
to be provided from savings Companies rely
mainly on retained profits which are often larger
talons companies as a whole than their net m
vestment and so too do the profit making
nationalised industries Much public investment
must be financed by the Treasury
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refuse to sell goods to wholesalers or retailers who
broke the rules Often the wholesalers too were
m the scheme and they would collectively refuse
to buy from manufacturers who broke the rules
Collective boycotts were also found m industries
vithout collective price fixing one common pur
pose being to make sure that retailers did not sell
a manufacturer s products below his recommended
price This form of collective resale price main
tenance was also outlawed by the Act Under
the Act any restrictive agreements of t=everal
specified kinds had to be registered with the
Registrar of restrictive Practices He then had
to decide whether there was a vnma fane case
for the discontinuation of the agreement and if
he thought there was the ease was referred to a
new Restrictive Practices Court containing both
judicial and lay members
The Act of 1956 permitted individual mann
facturers to enforce resale %nee maintenance
(r p m ) for then- own products Few suppliers
would want the publicity of enforcing r p m
through the courts but individual suppliers
could still put some commercial pressme on
price cutters e g by offering less favourable
terms or by refusing them supplies The Resale
Prices Act of 1964 prohibited all methods of
enforcing minimum resale prices However
goods which had been registered m due time
with the Registrar of restrictive trading agree
ments or have been approved by tie Restrictive
Practices Court were exempted temporarily in
the former case and permanently in the latter
For r p m to be approved by the Court it must
be shown that some ensuing benefit to consumers
(e g of increased duality or more retail outlets)
outweighed any detriment It is also lawful to
withhold supplies to retailers selling goods at a
loss to attract customers The list of applications
for exemption is a long one but the effect of the
Act should be lower prices in the shops It will
also mean a more rapid decline of small retailers
The Restrictive Practices Acts leave untouched
the mdustnes where one firm is dominant these
remain the responsibility of the Monopolies Com
mission who report on industries, referred to them
by the Board of Trade and make recomrnenda
twns after investigation The Monopolies and
Mergers Act of 1965 strengthened control over
monopolies and mergers \Vith regard to mono
polies tl e Government wished to provide itself
with le^al powers of enforcement previously
monopolies had been expected to comply volun
tarily with the findings of the Monopolies Com
mission The Act also permits the Government to
refer a merger or a proposed merger to the Mono
pohes Commission m cases where the merger
would lead to monopoly (defined as control of at
leo>.t one third of the market) or would increase
the power of an existing monopoly or where the
value of the assets taken over exceeds £5 million
Bu it would be wrong to presume that mergers
are always bad mergers—by facilitating re
search and other economies of large scale opera
tion—may increase industrial efficiency For
this reason the Labour Government established
an Industrial Reorganisation Corporation to
promote the grouping of firms in cases •where such
grouping would be beneficial to their industry
but in 1970 the Conservative Government decided
to wind it np
Restrictive labour practices—which result in
the over manning of plant or the under
employment of men—are common in British
industry These stem from such causes as the
fear of redundancy and unemployment anxiety
to preserve a craft skill threatened by technical
progress the desire to work at overtime rates
and sometimes just inertia In the fully employed
economy of the 1960s redundancy should not be
a problem and under employed labour is urgently
needed elsewhere The elimination of these re
sferictive practices reauires more enlightened
management more union co operation, and more
Government measures to promote the mobility of
labour between occupations
Nationalised Industries
Nationalised industry accounts for about 20
per cent of British industry Local authorities
also run some services—largely in bus transport
and water provision With the exception of coal

